[Forensic biological examination--the reality and perspectives].
The point of view of authors on the modern condition and priority directions of the development of examination of biological material evidence is set out. The main idea consists in the necessarily of reorganization and correction of organization methodical base of examination of biological material evidence. The role and place in examination of material evidence of traditional serological and new--molecule genetic components are determined in this direction. It is noted that forensic biology must not ever be associated with only one of its part--serological methods of analysis. Under growing influence of molecule genetic component the semantic, and methodical content of forensic examination of material evidence. This is not already auxiliary differentiation of examination objects but conclusive set of their equality or difference. Thus forensic biological department of forensic medical examination Office must become expert compartments of new type due for complex analysis of material evidence where molecule genetic technologies lie in the centre. All other methodical compartments of forensic biology also will be used but as auxiliary and additional methods. In perspective it is necessary to enlarge and centralize of high-tech forensic molecule genetic laboratories based on common science-methodical approach. Unfavorable outcome of medical aid: study of the problem in forensic medicine practice